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Co@NH₂–MIL-125(Ti): cobaloxime-derived metal–organic framework-based composite for light-driven H₂ production†

M. A. Nasalevich,‡a R. Becker,‡b E. V. Ramos–Fernandez,c S. Castellanos,a S. L. Veber,d M. V. Fedin,d F. Kapteijn,a J. N. H. Reek,*b J. I. van der Vlugt*abd and J. Gascon*a

We present a synthetic strategy for the efficient encapsulation of a derivative of a well-defined cobaloxime proton reduction catalyst within a photoresponsive metal–organic framework (NH₂–MIL-125(Ti)). The resulting hybrid system Co@MOF is demonstrated to be a robust heterogeneous composite material. Furthermore, Co@MOF is an efficient and fully recyclable noble metal-free catalyst system for light-driven hydrogen evolution from water under visible light illumination.

Broader context

The development of new strategies for the efficient valorization of solar light is one of the most important challenges we face nowadays. Among the different possibilities, dihydrogen molecule is considered as one of the possible future energy carriers allowing for CO₂-free energy cycle. Although the photocatalytic water splitting was the first photocatalytic reaction to be discovered, no photocatalytic systems for this reaction have been industrially applied. This is both due to the fact that most discovered catalysts rely on the use of noble metals and to the low activities achieved so far by alternative catalysts. The application in this field of materials such as metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) can be a game changer in this research field. MOFs have been proven to be photoactive and their optical properties can be easily tuned towards visible light operation. The current challenge lies in the development of more appropriate active sites for the desired photocatalytic cycle. In this manuscript, we report a new strategy to achieve this goal. By introducing a derivative of the well-known molecular Co-based electrocatalyst Co-dioxime-diimine into the pores of a photo-active NH₂–MIL-125(Ti) following a ‘Ship-in-a-bottle’ strategy, we were able to synthesize a highly active photocatalyst composite free of noble metals, and fully recyclable. Because of the novelty and the implications of this work, we feel that it might appeal to the interdisciplinary readership of energy and environmental science. The journal has previously been an important forum for the research topics touched upon in this paper (new earth abundant materials and their application in (photo) catalysis and hydrogen evolution from water under visible light illumination). We would be glad to contribute to this discussion with one of the first examples of synergetic action between a MOF and a molecular catalyst for application in photocatalysis.

1. Introduction

The direct conversion of solar energy into chemical fuel is among the most important grand challenges today.¹ In analogy to natural photosynthesis, the best strategy to store solar energy is in chemical bonds of energy-dense molecules such as dihydrogen.² A technologically sound and scalable solar-driven H₂ production system from water requires not only robust functionalities for light-harvesting, charge transport, and catalysis and their efficient and durable interplay but also necessitates the use of earth-abundant elements and the assembly into practical devices.³,⁴

Recent advances in photocatalytic water splitting using earth-abundant composites – consisting of inorganic semiconductors and (organometallic) co-catalysts – have demonstrated the viability of designing complex assemblies. Moreover the overall reaction rate in such systems can often be influenced by tuning the individual constituents of the composite material.⁵ Following this approach, the photocatalytic activity of TiO₂, firstly reported by Fujishima and Honda, has been greatly increased ever since.⁶ Doping of the oxide with light elements such as nitrogen⁷ as well as with metals⁸ are among the most useful strategies. Dominant crystal facets and the lifetime of photogenerated charge carriers were recognized as key factors influencing the rates of photocatalytic reactions.⁹,¹⁰ Another example of assembling a complex composite for H₂ production was recently reported by Qiao and co-workers. The system,
consisting of earth-abundant elements (Zn, Cd, Ni), afforded a quantum efficiency of around 30%. Despite the impressive achievements in the field, photocatalysis with semiconductors remains challenging. Limited tunability and the fact that photogenerated charges need to travel to the surface through the bulk semiconductors have to a large extent hindered further progress.

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are ideal materials for the modular design of complex assemblies. Distinct from traditional inorganic materials, MOFs can be reliably synthesized as extended hierarchical structures from well-defined molecular building blocks via crystal engineering. MOFs have found application in organic photocatalysis, with the metal-containing nodes acting as semiconductor clusters spaced by photo-active organic struts. Efficient photo-initiated strut-to-node electron-transfer has been demonstrated, although the reported photocatalytic activity cannot compete with traditional semiconductors. Their performance can be enhanced by introduction of additional catalytic species, but these are commonly based on precious metals and the MOFs typically only acts as container.

To date, examples of cooperative action between a MOF matrix and encapsulated (molecular) catalysts are very scarce. Inspired by natural photosynthesis, we envisioned a multi-component system that would allow for efficient photon-capture, charge-separation, electron-transport and catalytic turnover at different locations of a guest@MOF composite. This would offer efficient charge transfer between a stable, photo-active MOF structure and the encapsulated proton reduction catalyst under visible-light illumination. To achieve this overall modular design, the composite should contain (i) photoresponsive struts for fast light-harvesting, (ii) redox-active (multi) metallic nodes to allow charge-separation and accumulation of electrons and (iii) an appropriate MOF topology (i.e. large cavities connected by smaller windows) to encapsulate a molecular complex/nanocluster for productive turnover.

We herein demonstrate this principle with a cobaloxime-derived MOF-based (Co@MOF) system, consisting solely of earth-abundant elements. This material shows outstanding performance for several cycles without loss of activity in the light-driven hydrogen evolution from water under visible light illumination.

The synthetic protocol for assembling Co@MOF is described, followed by extensive characterization of the as-synthesized composite and the catalyst at work. However, a full comprehensive determination of the structure of this composite remains challenging. Commonly, the chemistry behind molecular cobalt complexes in solution and the ones embedded in rigid matrices such as zeolites is substantially different. Moreover, the lability of ligands constituting co-balafoximes might cause coordination to the surrounding matrix resulting in cobalt species with different electronic properties. Notwithstanding the aspects still to be unraveled, the remarkable performance of the MOF-based composite demonstrates the large application potential of the modular multifunctional design here presented.

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and reagents

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and Acros Organics and were used without further purification. Ligand L\textsuperscript{H2} (ref. 32) and cobaloxime (1)\textsuperscript{13} were prepared according to modified literature procedures. Elemental analysis was performed by Kolbe Mikroanalytisches Laboratorium, Mülheim, Germany.

2.2. Syntheses

L\textsuperscript{H2} [(DOH)\textsubscript{2}pn].

The crude ligand, N\textsuperscript{2},N\textsuperscript{2}-propanediylbis(2,3-butanedioine 3-oxime), was prepared using the method reported by Uhlig and Friedrich.\textsuperscript{24} The resulting ligand was purified by repeated crystallizations from hot ethanol and washing with diethyl ether. This yields the pure ligand as a white solid, albeit in low yield (<10%). \textsuperscript{1}H-NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.42 (s, 2H, N-Oh), 3.46 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 4H, CH\textsubscript{2}), 1.98 (s, 6H, CH\textsubscript{3}), 1.93 (q, J = 6.7 Hz, 2H, CH\textsubscript{2}), 1.91 (s, 6H, CH\textsubscript{3}). Note that the quintet at 1.93 ppm is partially masked by the singlet at 1.91 ppm. MS-CSI for C\textsubscript{11}H\textsubscript{20}N\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} [(DOH)\textsubscript{2}pn]: m/z calculated 241.16645, observed 241.16521 (M\textsuperscript{+}). Elemental analysis: found: C, 54.79; H, 8.35; N, 23.23. C\textsubscript{11}H\textsubscript{20}N\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} requires C, 54.98; H, 8.39; N, 23.32%.

1 [Co\textsuperscript{111}Br\textsubscript{2}L\textsuperscript{H2}].

The crude complex was prepared using the method reported by Costa et al.\textsuperscript{33} The resulting cobaloxime was purified by repeated crystallizations from ethyl acetate, yielding a green microcrystalline solid in 17% yield. \textsuperscript{1}H-NMR (400 MHz, CDCl\textsubscript{3}) δ 19.34 (s, 1H, OHO), 4.12 (t, 4H, CH\textsubscript{2}), 2.65 (q, 2H, CH\textsubscript{2}), 2.61 (s, 6H, CH\textsubscript{3}), 2.61 (s, 6H, CH\textsubscript{3}). Note that the quintet at 2.65 and both singlets at 2.61 partially overlap. In the case of very impure product, the complex can be purified on Bio-Beads S-X8 (Bio-Rad) using THF as eluent. MS-CSI for C\textsubscript{11}H\textsubscript{20}BrCoN\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} (CoBr\textsubscript{2} (MeCN) (DO) (DOH)pn): m/z calculated 418.0289, observed 418.0284 (M\textsuperscript{+}). Elemental analysis: found: C, 29.17; H, 4.20; N, 12.07. C\textsubscript{11}H\textsubscript{20}BrCoN\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} requires C, 28.84; H, 4.18; N, 12.23.

MOF: NH\textsubscript{2}-MIL-125(Ti) [Ti\textsubscript{8}O\textsubscript{8}(OH)\textsubscript{4}(O\textsubscript{2}C-C\textsubscript{6}H\textsubscript{4}NH\textsubscript{2}-CO\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{6}].

The synthesis of NH\textsubscript{2}-MIL-125(Ti) was performed by dissolving 2.86 g (15.8 mmol) of 2-aminoterephthalic acid in a mixture of
40 mL of dry N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) and 10 mL of dry methanol (at room temperature). Further 2.86 mL (9.7 mmol) of titanium isopropoxide was added and the mixture was placed in a Teflon liner inserted in a stainless steel autoclave. Then the autoclave was sealed and the mixture was heated for 72 hours at 110 °C. The obtained yellow solid was filtered and washed with DMF at room temperature. The as-synthesized solid was dispersed in DMF and kept under stirring overnight (50 mL of DMF per 1 g of product) in order to remove residual linker. Then, the same procedure was repeated twice using methanol instead of DMF to exchange the DMF within the pores. The solid was finally dried under air at 100 °C.

**Co@MOF.** 150 mg of NH2-MIL-125(Ti) [90 μmol] was suspended in 40 mL of acetone and placed in a conical flask. Then 30 mg of LH2 (124 μmol) was added under continuous stirring. The ligand was allowed to adsorb overnight. The suspension was then centrifuged, washed gently with acetone once to remove the ligand adsorbed on the surface. After suspending the washed wet solid in 50 mL of fresh acetone, 120 mg of CoBr2·6H2O (367 μmol) was added under continuous stirring. The colour of the reaction mixture changes from yellow to green upon addition of CoBr2. The suspension was stirred for 10 min and then a flow of air (30 mL min⁻¹) was applied for 10 min. Then the reaction was continued for 3 hours. The suspension was centrifuged and the product was washed with acetone 4 times to remove the residual CoBr2. The solid was then washed with CH3CN overnight, filtered off and dried at room temperature in air.

All the ratios listed above are given for the highest catalyst loading of 2.7 wt% of Co (as determined by ICP analysis).

**Washing of catalysts.** In order to wash the as-synthesized catalysts, the solids were subjected to conditions of hydrogen evolution but in the dark (no illumination): 300 mg of catalyst were suspended in a mixture of 300 mL of CH3CN, 60 mL of triethylamine (TEA) and 6 mL of water in a 500 mL round bottom flask (ESITi). The mixture was deoxygenated with a flow of nitrogen for 30 min. The flask was then sealed, covered with aluminium foil and stirred overnight. 180 mL of acetone was added, stirred and the powder was filtered off. The powder was washed on a filter with acetone (2 × 500 mL) and dried in air.

2.3. Characterization and methods

**Powder X-ray diffraction.** Powder X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded using Bruker-AXS D5005 with CoKα radiation.

**N2-physisorption.** N2-physisorption experiments were carried out at 77 K in a Quantachrome Autosorb-6B unit gas adsorption analyser. Prior to the measurements the samples were degassed at 423 K under vacuum for 16 hours. The BET surface areas were calculated using intervals allowing positive BET constants. The total pore volumes were calculated at 0.9 relative pressure.

**High resolution TEM.** High resolution TEM was performed using a FEI Tecnai TF20 electron microscope with a field emission gun as the source of electrons operated at 200 kV. Samples were mounted on Quantifoil® carbon polymer supported on a copper grid by placing a few droplets of a suspension of ground sample in ethanol on the grid, followed by drying at ambient conditions.

**Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (TEM).** Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (TEM) elemental analysis was performed using an Oxford Instruments EDX system. The copper signal in the EDX spectra is due to background radiation hitting the copper sample holder grid.

For all samples, many digital images were recorded, and all useful images have been transferred via ftp.

**Scanning electron microscopy (SEM).** Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was carried out using a JEOL JSM-6010LA InTouchScope microscope equipped with an integrated SDD EDS detector.

**Infrared Spectroscopy.** Infrared Spectroscopy was carried out using a Thermo Nicolet Nexus FTIR spectrometer. The samples (5 mg) were mixed with KBr and pressed into self-supported pellets (50 mg cm⁻²). The spectra were taken in the transmission mode in an in situ cell equipped with CaF2 windows. Prior to the measurements, the samples were degassed in vacuum (10⁻⁵ mbar) at 423 K for 2 hours to remove adsorbed molecules.

**Diffuse reflectance UV/vis.** Diffuse reflectance UV/vis spectra were collected using a Perkin–Elmer Lambda 900 spectrophotometer equipped with an integrating sphere (“LabSphere”) in the 200–800 nm range. BaSO4 was used as a white standard.

**Transmittance UV/vis.** Transmittance UV/vis spectra were measured with a Perkin–Elmer Lambda 40 spectrophotometer. Liquid samples were studied in Hellma 110-QS cuvettes with 1 mm optical path length.

**Photoluminescence.** Steady-state emission spectra were acquired using a QuantaMaster QM-1 (PTI). 100 W Xenon arc lamp (200–900 nm) was used as a light source equipped with 121A excitation double monochromators. Model MP-1 sample compartment, 101A emission monochromator, model 710 photon counting detector PMT (185–900 nm) completed the experimental setup. The experiments were carried out in solid state. The slit in all measurements was 10 nm. Fluorescence lifetime measurements were carried out using a LifeSpec-ps by Edinburgh Instruments equipped with a 405 nm laser diode. The laser pulse was 80 ps. The lifetimes were acquired using standard 1 cm optical path length cuvettes. The experiments were performed on suspensions of 1 mg of a solid in 10 mL of CH3CN. The samples denoted ‘N,’ were additionally deoxygenated in a cuvette by purging a flow of nitrogen through the suspension for 2 min.

**EPR spectroscopy.** Steady-state EPR measurements were carried out at X-band (9 GHz) using a commercial EPR spectrometer Bruker Elexys E580 equipped with an Oxford Instruments temperature control system (T = 4–300 K). All spectra were acquired at 40 K. Samples were prepared by suspending pristine NH2-MIL-125(Ti) or Co@MOF in a solution of electron donor TEA/CH3CN/H2O. The volume of suspension placed into the EPR resonator was 50–60 μL. Each sample was degassed by several freeze–pump–thaw procedures and then sealed. When needed, the samples were exposed to >420 nm visible light irradiation.
NMR spectroscopy. All spectra were recorded on a Bruker ARX400. Chemical shift values were corrected with respect to the solvent residual signal (DMSO-d<sub>6</sub>: 2.50, CDCl<sub>3</sub>: 7.26, D<sub>2</sub>O: 4.79). For the digestion of solid catalysts 30 mg of a powdered sample was suspended in 0.3 mL of 40% NaOD solution and heated overnight at 60 °C under continuous stirring. After cooling down to room temperature, the paste-like mixture was neutralized with DCl (around 0.3 mL) and centrifuged. The aqueous later is then subjected to 1H-NMR (further denoted as neutralized with DCl) and centrifuged. The precipitate is extracted once with 0.3 mL of DMSO-d<sub>6</sub> and the organic phase is analysed (further denoted as Organic).

Mass-spectrometry. Mass-spectrometry was performed on a Time-of-Flight JEOL AccuTOF LC-plus mass spectrometer (JMS-T100LP) equipped with a cold spray ionization source (CSI). Calculated spectra were obtained with JEOL Isotopic Simulator (version 1.3.0.0).

Experiments with D<sub>2</sub>O. A typical photocatalytic reaction was performed using the procedure stated in paragraph 2.4, except that D<sub>2</sub>O (99.9 atom% D; fresh bottle) was used instead of H<sub>2</sub>O. After 10 hours of irradiation, part of the reactor’s head space was collected using a 5 mL gas-tight syringe and injected through a septum in the MS and the signals m/z = 2 and m/z = 4 were monitored. Mass spectrometry (MS) analysis of the gases was performed using a Pfeiffer QMS 200 mass spectrometer. The mass spectrometer was connected to a manifold that continuously supplies Ar (50 mL min<sup>−1</sup>) to the inlet part of the MS.

Using a pure D<sub>2</sub> sample, it was confirmed that D<sub>2</sub> only gives rise to ion current for m/z = 4 and does not fragment to m/z = 2.

2.4. Photocatalysis

In a typical experiment, Co@MOF (5.0 ± 0.2 mg) was suspended in a mixture of acetonitrile (5 mL), triethylamine (1 mL) and deionized water (100 μL) and the suspension degassed by bubbling nitrogen for 10 min while stirring. The resulting suspension was transferred (under nitrogen atmosphere) to a photo-reactor (head space approximately 200 mL) which was purged with nitrogen beforehand. The sample was irradiated continuously with a 500 W Hg/Xe lamp (Hamamatsu Photonics L8288) at the lamp’s focal point (ca. 45 cm) using an IR filter (circuiting water; ca. 25 cm path length) and a 408 nm UV cut-off filter. The head space was sampled continuously (every 10 min; 20 μL sample volume) by online gas chromatography (Interscience CompactGC; molecular sieve column, Ar carrier, TCD detector) using internal calibration against the dinitrogen peak.

2.5. Recycling

After irradiation, the reaction mixture was transferred to a centrifuge tube and diluted with acetone (5 mL). The suspension was centrifuged at 4000 rpm for 20 min and the supernatant (including some fine catalyst particles) was discarded. The solid residue was subjected to a gentle acetone wash (10 mL) and again centrifuged (twice). The final solids were air dried, and used in the next photocatalytic run ‘as is’. Note that during recycling, traces of material are most probably lost as fine particles in the mother liquor. Quantification of the recovered material was not possible due to the small sample mass and presence of solvent traces, but the yield seemed to be quantitative.

3. Results

In this work we aimed at encapsulating the well-defined molecular electrocatalyst (1) within the cavities of a photoactive MOF, namely NH<sub>2</sub>-MIL-125(Ti). For this purpose we designed a two-stage ‘ship-in-the-bottle’ strategy (Scheme 1). Firstly, the pores of the MOF structure are loaded with the flexible organic component (DOH)<sub>2</sub>pn (L<sup>H2</sup>), where after addition of CoBr<sub>2</sub> under aerobic conditions should lead to assembly of complex 1 within the large cavities of the metal–organic framework. The size-selectivity principle is key to this intra-MOF complex synthesis, as the dimensions of the intact Co<sup>III</sup> pre-catalyst exclude diffusion into or out of the MOF windows as confirmed by control experiments summarized in Fig. S6.4<sup>+</sup>

The resulting catalysts were extensively characterized and their performance in visible light-driven hydrogen evolution was evaluated. In this section the experimental results are reported, followed by the discussion in the next section. We emphasize the discrimination between the two since the numerous characterization techniques employed in this study suggest the formation of the designed photocatalytic composite Co@MOF but do not comprehensively prove the exact configuration of the molecular species of cobalt within the pores of the MOF.

Scheme 1  ‘Ship-in-a-bottle’ synthetic strategy followed for assembling of Co@MOF.
3.1. Catalysts characterization

ICP-MS. The loading of cobaloxime was varied by scaling the amount of ligand and CoBr₂ simultaneously to obtain Co@MOF with an average amount of catalyst molecules per cavity as listed below (Table 1).

ICP analysis confirms the inclusion of Co-containing species into the MOF with the total cobalt content in a range of 1.1–2.7 wt%.

N₂-physisorption. N₂ physisorption experiments revealed an expected drop of the total pore volume in the case of Co@MOF bearing the highest cobalt content as compared to the pristine NH₂-MIL-125(Ti). Fig. 1 displays nitrogen isotherms of the two catalysts.

The pristine NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) displays a total pore volume of 0.58 cm³ g⁻¹, in line with previous reports, while the Co@MOF shows a significantly lower N₂-uptake, resulting in a total pore volume of 0.46 cm³ g⁻¹. At the same time, the solid remains microporous and preserves a significant fraction of the pore volume. This indicates that the cobalt species formed by the synthetic two-stage procedure do not block the pores of the framework and are likely to be of molecular size due to the size restrictions by the cavities of the MOF.

Transmission Electron Microscopy. The TEM micrographs of pristine NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) and Co@MOF are depicted in Fig. 2:

The pristine MOF consists of well-defined crystallites with a diameter of approximately 400 nm. The Co@MOF crystallites are nearly identical to the ones of the MOF with no agglomerates nor core/shell type structure found by TEM. In fact, the cobalt entities within the MOF crystallites could not be distinguished by this technique implying that the size of the cobalt species is not exceeding 2 nm. EDX analysis performed on multiple regions in Fig. 2D shows nearly the same cobalt content on the surface of the crystallite and in the bulk [Table S1†]. Moreover, SEM EDX mapping on μm scale demonstrated the absence of large agglomerates of Co or Ti and confirmed the homogeneity of the composite (Fig. S12†). These observations support the hypothesis that the cobalt species is molecularly dispersed within the MOF cavities, in line with the nitrogen physisorption results.

Powder X-ray diffraction. Fig. 3 shows PXRD patterns of the MOF and Co@MOF. The crystal structure of NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) remains intact upon assembly of cobalt complex. The PXRD pattern of Co@MOF does not contain any additional Bragg peaks. In both cases the most dominant Bragg reflection was found to be the one corresponding to (101) crystal facet.

Infrared spectroscopy. Infrared spectroscopic studies performed on the Co@MOF vs. the pristine MOF do not reveal the signatures characteristic for cobaloxime, likely because the NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) signals dominate both the fingerprint and the group-frequency regions (Fig. 4), however an observed red shift of the bands associated to the amino-groups of the MOF and an increase in the alkyl region suggest the inclusion of the cobalt complex in the cavities of the scaffold. The symmetric and asymmetric NH₂ stretching of pristine NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) are found at 3521 and 3394 cm⁻¹ respectively, while in the case of Co@MOF composite they are shifted to 3509 and 3380 cm⁻¹.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>ICP analyses of the catalysts synthesized in this work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Co/w% by ICP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH₂-MIL-125(Ti)</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co@MOF-1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co@MOF-2</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co@MOF-3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co@MOF-4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ The number of catalyst molecules per cavity was based on the Co : Ti ratio of 1 : 8.
UV/Vis spectroscopy on Co@MOF catalyst showed the appearance of two new features at 440 and 585 nm (see Fig. 5B) as compared to the pristine framework, which are ascribed to the inclusion of complex 1 (maxima at 400 and 600 nm). The major optical absorption of 1 is found at around 400 nm. However, this absorption band of 1 is masked in Co@MOF by the n–π* transition of NH2-MIL-125(Ti) that corresponds to a HOMO-LUMO gap energy of 2.73 eV. It should be emphasized that the intense longer wavelength transitions characteristic for Co** species were not observed in Co@MOF. The spectrum is attributed to be the result of a combination of individual absorption spectra from NH2-MIL-125(Ti) and 1. Thus the newly appeared intense band allows for the estimation of the HOMO-LUMO gap of the 1-derived entities encapsulated in the MOF (2.59 eV, Fig. S8†), while the gap of the NH2-MIL-125 is assumed to be equal to the pristine MOF.

**Photoluminescence spectroscopy.** Steady-state emission spectra of 1, Co@MOF and pristine MOF were acquired in solid state. The samples were excited at the wavelengths corresponding to their absorption maxima.

As can be seen in Fig. 6B, the pristine NH2-MIL-125(Ti) displays one single emission band centred at 433 nm, in line with the previously reported data. In case of pristine 1, photoemission does not occur upon excitation at 590 nm, in spite of the absorption band at this wavelength shown in Fig. 5B, corresponding to weak oscillator strength optical transitions of the cobaloxime. In contrast, excitation at 380 nm yields an intense well-defined emission band centred at 435 nm matching the emission of the as-prepared MOF. Co@MOF demonstrates emissions markedly different from the ones found for NH2-MIL-125(Ti). The broad emission band has now two distinct components centred at 418 and 437 nm. We speculate that the following assignments are possible: (i) blue-shifted emission of 1 confined in the MOF environment at 418 and 437 nm. We speculate that the following assignments are possible: (i) blue-shifted emission of 1 in MOF; (ii) blue-shifted emission of the MOF interacting with 1 and unperturbed emission of 1 at 437 nm; (iii) two different emitting entities within the MOF: one interacting with 1 and the other unperturbed. Fluorescence lifetimes of the excited states for NH2-MIL-125(Ti) and Co@MOF were also investigated. Characteristic decay time was found to be 11.3 ns in the case of the MOF while it was 11.6 ns for Co@MOF system. The same experiments carried out in deoxygenated CH3CN suspension showed elongation of both lifetimes that became 16.5 ns (Fig. S9†).

**NMR of digested solids.** To gain further insight in the structure of the cobalt species within the pores of the framework, Co@MOF catalyst was subjected to digestion under basic conditions followed by neutralization and extraction with DMSO. The spectrum of the azeotropic phase resulting from the Co@MOF digestion displays a doublet: doublet : singlet (1 : 1 : 1) multiplicity at 8.34, 8.24 and 8.21 ppm, respectively, arising from the amino-terephthalate aromatic linker (Fig. S3†). Most remarkably, and contrary to the case of the pure MOF, additional signals in the aliphatic region were also detected. A comparable overlapping of signals in the same window range was observed after performing the same digestion procedure on the cobaloxime complex (Fig. S4†). Thus, although an
unequivocal assignment cannot be ventured, this result is in agreement with the presence of extra organic residues originating from the cobaloxime moiety in the Co@MOF sample.

3.2. Photocatalytic performance

In order to assess the ability of Co@MOF to perform light-driven hydrogen evolution, the catalyst was suspended in a mixture of acetonitrile, triethylamine and water (5 : 1 : 0.1 v/v), deoxygenated and exposed to visible-light illumination. Online-GC monitoring of the composition of the head space of the reactor enabled assessment of the catalytic performance of pristine MOF and Co@MOF catalyst (Fig. 7A). Results obtained for catalysts bearing different Co loadings are depicted in Fig. 7B.

When cobaloxime alone is used as homogeneous catalyst, no hydrogen evolution is observed. Indeed, catalyst 1 is known to be an excellent electrocatalyst, but cannot act as photocatalyst in the absence of a separate photo-sensitizer. In agreement with previous reports, pristine NH2-MIL-125(Ti) was confirmed to produce only a moderate amount of hydrogen gas. The novel assembly system Co@MOF showed markedly improved photocatalytic performance, with up to 20-fold higher H2 production rate compared to pristine cobalt-free MOF. More importantly, Co@MOF maintains a constant TOF of 0.8 h⁻¹ even after 65 hours of total operation, indicating a high stability under illumination conditions. Moreover, similar TOFs (per Co atom) are obtained for catalysts bearing different amounts of cobalt entities, even for catalysts containing up to one cobalt atom per MOF cavity, demonstrating the absence of diffusion limitations and efficient charge transfer even at relatively high loadings. Additional kinetic experiments demonstrate that, once the stepwise assembly of Co@MOF is completed, no leaching of Co occurs from the composite (Fig. 7C); the system could be recycled several times without any loss of activity and with no remaining catalytic activity in solution after filtration of the catalyst. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the best performing Co@MOF catalyst (2.7 w% Co) was found to be ca. 0.5% (ESI†). The calculated apparent activation energy for hydrogen production using Co@MOF was 0.4 eV (ESI†).

3.3. Proton source for hydrogen evolution

When D2O was employed as a reactant, significant amounts of D2 were observed (H2/D2 ≈ 1), evidencing the participation of water in the formation of hydrogen gas (Fig. 8A). In the present system, the formed triethylamine radical cation has a pKa comparable to water, and additional formation of H2 through proton exchange between the two species seems reasonable.

3.4. Mechanistic aspects of hydrogen evolution catalysed by Co@MOF assessed by EPR

Quasi in situ EPR experiments on Co@MOF and pristine NH2-MIL-125(Ti) at 40 K after illuminating at room temperature in the presence of an electron-donor indicate efficient charge transfer from the MOF to the cobalt species within the composite. Continuous wave (CW) EPR spectra of NH2-MIL-125(Ti) and Co@MOF were recorded at X-band microwave frequency (9.55 GHz). Fig. 8B displays CW EPR spectra of pristine NH2-MIL-125(Ti) in the dark and after 30 min of visible light illumination.

An intense EPR signal centred at g = 1.94 evolved upon irradiation, which was attributed to paramagnetic TiIII formed by ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT). The small
downfield feature at $g = 2.01$ is associated with the spatially confined amino-groups in the MOF. The EPR spectrum of Co@MOF in the dark (Fig. 8C), with a broad signal around $g = 4$, is similar to that of high-spin CoBr$_2$ in CH$_3$CN, indicating the presence of residual high-spin Co$^{II}$ impurities (Fig. 8D). The major fraction of cobalt is believed to be in the stable low-spin diamagnetic Co$^{III}$ state. Exposing Co@MOF to visible light for 22 hours results in the gradual rise of a new broad and intense line, significantly upfield-shifted with respect to CoBr$_2$ admixtures. Quantitative analysis of the EPR data shows a ten-fold higher integral intensity for this paramagnetic signal after illumination compared to the ‘dark’ sample. This photoinduced EPR signal, simulated using reasonable effective $g$-tensor ($g_x = 6.0, g_y = 2.4, g_z = 1.7$), can be assigned to the high-spin Co$^{II}$ species (ESI†). Importantly, contrary to the pristine MOF sample, no EPR signal was detected for a Ti$^{III}$ species in Co@MOF, demonstrating the efficient charge transfer between the photogenerated charge-separated state in the MOF and 1-derived species.

4. Discussion

The two-stage ‘ship-in-a-bottle’ synthetic protocol followed in this study resulted in the synthesis of a Co@MOF photocatalytic composite: a catalyst free of noble metals, recyclable and displaying a stable TOF of 0.8 h$^{-1}$ even after 65 hours of operation. The introduction of the cobaloxime-derived active sites into the cavities of the framework resulted in a 20-fold enhanced photocatalytic activity compared to the pristine NH$_2$-MIL-125(Ti) used as a benchmark. Importantly, the catalyst utilizes water as a source of protons. With all these characteristics, the present composite outperforms every MOF-based analogue reported so far in literature (ESI†). Having said this, the actual structure of the Co species in the composite and the exact mechanism behind its remarkable performance are still unclear. In the following section these aspects are discussed in detail.

4.1. Modular design

NH$_2$-MIL-125(Ti) was selected as host material because (i) the overall MOF structure is stable in aqueous media, (ii) the multinuclear Ti-centers are both photo- and redox-active and (iii) recent experimental and theoretical studies have shown that the photochemical properties can be tuned by changing the aromatic linker. It is noteworthy that NH$_2$-MIL-125(Ti) has been used for photocatalytic hydrogen production, both in the absence and presence of Pt-nanoparticles, suggesting that the reduction potential of the excited states in the MOF is sufficient to drive proton reduction in line with computational predictions. We chose the oxygen-tolerant and readily synthesized cobalt complex $\text{Co}^{III} \text{Br}_2(\text{L}^1)$ ($\text{L}^1 = \text{(DO) (DOH)pn}$), previously employed as electrocatalyst for proton reduction, as molecular guest to demonstrate our concept illustrated in Scheme 2:

4.2. Role of cobalt active sites

First of all, the importance of cobalt as an additional catalytic site should be underlined. From the catalytic experiments displayed in Fig. 7B it is evident that the rate of the photo-assisted transformation increases with higher cobalt loading. Importantly, the injection of a deoxygenated solution of CoBr$_2$ into the...
working catalyst suspension immediately suppressed the activity of the composite as shown in Fig. S16.† The composite was subjected to 70 hours of reaction to ensure the stable operation before the CoBr₂ was injected. Similar observations were reported by Marassi and co-workers, who found that the first step in electrocatalytic hydrogen formation catalysed by 1 is the displacement of the axial bromido ligands.52 This dissociative process is at equilibrium and can be shifted towards the six-fold coordinated complex upon the addition of Br⁻ ions. Moreover, our experiments with CoBr₂ injection emphasize the importance of using the ligand LH²[(DOH)₂pn] as a precursor for the assembly of the catalytically active composite. In order to further confirm the key role of the LH² ligand, we prepared an additional composite by exposing the pristine MOF to the same synthetic conditions as for the Co@MOF assembly except that no ligand was added to the suspension or previously encapsulated in the MOF system. The resulting composite was subjected to UV/Vis spectroscopy and photocatalytic tests. The resulting material entitled CoBr²@MOF produced no hydrogen after 24 hours of irradiation. Moreover, the absorption spectrum of the material is substantially different from the one of Co@MOF, as illustrated in Fig. S7.† These control experiments prove the necessity of employing the organic ligand for the assembly of a photocatalytically active Co@MOF composite. We should mention that inhibition of the photocatalytic reactions by introducing Br was observed for both the MOF and Co@MOF. These results imply that besides the suppressed dissociation of the reduced cobaloxime 1, bromides are likely to inhibit the catalysis by NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) due to the catalyst poisoning.53 For Co@MOF composite either of the scenarios is possible.

Introduction of the additional catalytic sites into NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) increased the activity by a factor of 20, resulting in EQE of 0.5% for Co@MOF composite. With this performance the present catalyst compares well with a system reported by Reisner and colleagues.54 This system comprised of nanosized TiO₂, Ru-based dye as a photosensitizer and cobaloxime as a catalytic site produced hydrogen at EQE of 1%.55 The advantage of Co@MOF composite is the absence of noble metals however, the catalyst yet exhibits moderate efficiencies when compared against state of the art semiconductor-based systems.56,57

4.3. Molecular cobalt catalyst
Transmission electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy measurements indicate that cobalt species are likely to be of molecular size and homogeneously distributed over the composite crystallites. These observations are also supported by nitrogen physisorption results that indicate that the significant fraction of the pore volume of the pristine NH₂-MIL-125(Ti) is preserved upon forming the Co@MOF.

4.4. Structural features of organometallic cobalt species
Nuclear magnetic resonance experiments on the digested 1, MOF and Co@MOF confirmed the presence of residual organic species likely originating from the LH²[(DOH)₂pn] ligand. Although the full assignment of the observed signals is beyond the scope of this work, it is evident that they can not be attributed to the pristine MOF nor to the solvents used for the synthesis of Co@MOF, CH₃CN and acetone. Triethylamine found in the digested composite was used for the activation protocol described in the experimental part. Moreover, the
similarities found between the spectra of digested 1 and Co@MOF suggest the successful assembly of the complex within the MOF cavities.

UV/Vis spectroscopy together with luminescence studies support the formation of the proposed cobalt structure within the cavities of the framework. Upon subtraction of the absorption spectrum of MOF from that of Co@MOF (Fig. 5B) an absorption band of the newly formed species becomes apparent below 440 nm. The longer wavelength absorption at around 600 nm is broadened and poorly defined. Luminescence spectroscopy carried out on Co@MOF demonstrates that, compared to the pristine \( \text{NH}_2\text{-MIL-125(Ti)} \), the cobalt containing solid clearly emits at two different wavelengths upon excitation at 380 nm. All together, these results point at the inclusion of species with the main absorption band around 400 nm, weak oscillator strength transition at around 600 nm and the emission band located at 418 or 437 nm. These characteristic absorption bands are typical for \( \text{CoIII} \) centers and leads to a conformational distribution that requires a more detailed investigation in the future. Moreover, EPR analysis of the photoinduced CoII species reveals a distorted geometry of the high-spin cobalt complex. This spin-state can be explained by: (i) coordination to weak field ligands such as \( \text{NH}_3 \) and/or (ii) distortion of the geometry of the complex confined in the MOF matrix. These observations also support the hypothesis of guest-framework interactions.

Electron paramagnetic resonance experiments on Co@MOF in the dark revealed that the main fraction of cobalt in the catalyst is in its EPR-silent CoIII state that is converted to high-spin CoII species upon illumination. Compared to high-spin CoBr2 (Fig. 7D) that exhibits Lorentzian line broadening and can be described by effective axial \( g_x = g_y = 4.8, g_z = 2.0 \) (ESI†), the photoinduced CoII species have lower symmetry and overwhelmingly Gaussian line shape. Both observations imply that a confinement in the MOF affects the geometry/composition of CoII complex and leads to a conformational distribution that requires a more detailed investigation in the future. Moreover, the EPR spectrum of Co@MOF after illumination is markedly different from that of reduced 1 (by reaction with cobaltocene) found in low-spin state evidenced by well-defined hyperfine coupling (Fig. S22†). These findings point towards differences between the MOF-free molecular catalyst 1 and cobalt species found within the Co@MOF composite. Most importantly, the resonance signal of Ti3+ found in the excited pristine \( \text{NH}_2\text{-MIL-125(Ti)} \) is not found in the case of Co@MOF proving the successful electron transfer between the different components of the composite.

4.5. Proposed mechanism

On the basis of the EPR observations we speculate that the photoexcited state of the MOF is generated via the following mechanism: upon photon-absorption by the MOF linker, charge separation takes place to generate Ti3+ and a hole at the organic linker. The hole then reacts with the electron donor, TEA, while the electron is rapidly injected into the cobalt species, leading to reduction of CoIII to CoII. We should emphasize that reduction of CoIII centers is generally accepted to be one of the first reaction steps in cobaloxime-catalyzed hydrogen evolution, while the presence of high-spin CoII species is likely to play an important role in photocatalytic activity of the whole system. Catalysis taking place at the cobalt metal centres is beyond the scope of this research and thus shown as a dashed arrow in Scheme 3. In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed mechanism, theoretical7 and experimental data8 for the redox potentials of the building blocks of Co@MOF are depicted in Scheme 3. The catalytic potential for the cobalt complex is well below the LUMO of the MOF, making the electron injection plausible (ESI†). Fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy revealed that the difference in fluorescence lifetimes of Co@MOF composite and the pristine \( \text{NH}_2\text{-MIL-125(Ti)} \) was negligible. These observations suggest that the electron transfer from the MOF to the cobalt catalytic centre confirmed by EPR proceeds via the so-called ‘reductive quenching mechanism’. The mechanism implies that first the photoexcited MOF is quenched (reduced) by an electron donor, whereas the electron-driven transformations involving the cobaloxime species occur after this process is completed (ESI†).

Summarizing, we have designed a ‘ship-in-a-bottle’ strategy for the synthesis of a Co@MOF composite with remarkable photocatalytic performance in hydrogen evolution under visible light illumination. The organometallic CoIII species within the catalyst are molecular and highly dispersed over the bulk of the MOF matrix. Most of the characterization techniques applied in this work point at the assembly of cobaloxime 1 within the MOF cavities, however the nature of such 1-derived cobalt species within Co@MOF is different from those found in the homogeneous molecular catalyst.

5. Conclusions

In this work we have reported the facile synthesis of a multifunctional catalyst@MOF composite (Co@MOF) through a ‘ship-in-a-bottle’ approach. The resulting Co@MOF composite is a stable material for the efficient photocatalytic production of \( \text{H}_2 \) from water under visible light illumination. Co@MOF can be recycled without loss of activity. Introduction of the molecular Co catalytic active site leads to a 20-fold enhancement in \( \text{H}_2 \) evolution as compared to the pristine \( \text{NH}_2\text{-MIL-125(Ti)} \), demonstrating the synergy between a stable, photo-active MOF.
structure and a 1-derived Co-based proton reduction catalyst for photocatalysis. The extensive characterization of the composite presented in this work points towards the formation of cobaloxime 1 within the pores of the MOF. However, the exact structure of the cobalt species remains unknown. Being a clear example of multifunctional MOF-based systems, the noble metal free Co@MOF catalyst outperforms every MOF-based photocatalytic system reported in the literature so far (ESI†). The modular design behind the cooperative action of a photactive matrix and a catalytically active encapsulated guest will allow for the application of related composites in other photocatalytic applications.
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